-Up Fairy Tale
A Pop

Jungle Book
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Fairy tales have been told and retold
across the ages. This series is a wonderful
introduction to these timeless stories.
With extra-large pop-ups and fun flaps,
these beautifully illustrated fairy tales will
inspire a sense of wonder in any toddler.
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Wild animals
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Lift the flaps and listen!
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What sounds
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Wild animals

Farm animals
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Art. 947 001-01

200 x 200 mm
12 pages
Features: XL pop-ups, flaps to lift
Printing: 4/4 colours

What sounds right?
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Baby animals

Art. 1028 003-01
Art. 947 003-01

Toddlers will love their very first quiz
books and enjoy answering questions
like ‘Who catches mice around the
house?’ or ‘Who produces fresh milk on
the farm?’. By lifting the flap matching
their answer, a sound button will help
them discover if they got it right! If the
answer is correct, readers will hear the
animal. When it’s wrong they’ll hear
a buzzer. A fun and easy way to get to
know the cutest animals!

Pets

Art. 1028 004-01

Art. 947 004-01

My First Pop-Up

I Touch, Listen and Learn
210 x 230 mm
10 pages
Features: pop-ups, flaps to lift
Printing: 4/4 colours

Art. 683 002-01

200 x 200 mm
10 pages
Features: flaps to lift,
sound module (5 sounds)
Printing: 4/4 colours

Art. 683 001-01

There is lots to do and discover in this
charming pop-up series.
Fun flaps and surprising pop-ups will
spark the imagination of any child as
they follow the adventures of Felix Fox
and Billy Bear.

170 x 170 mm
10 pages
Features: touch & feel elements,
sound module (5 sounds)
Printing: 4/4 colours

Art. 1033 001-01

Art. 1033 002-01

Toddlers will explore the world of Rex,
Pip, Cam and Dan with all their senses
as they discover four touch and feel
elements and five lovely sounds. The
tender and timeless illustrations will
charm everyone. This series gives
children the opportunity to learn new
and interactive way.

friend,
ets her best
The cow gre fresh vegetables.
sts
as Dan harve

Art. 1033 003-01

Art. 683 003-01

Art. 683 004-01

Art. 1033 004-01
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What Sounds Right?

A Pop-Up Fairy Tale

What sounds right?
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Sounds Like Story Time

Art. 976 001-01

Art. 976 002-01
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Sleep Tight
190 x 190 mm
20 pages
Features: sound module (12 sounds)
Printing: 4/4 colours

170 x 170 mm
10 pages
Features: sound module (5 sounds)
Printing: 4/4 colours

What does a day in the life of a farmer,
a fire fighter or a policeman look like?
These sound books give young ones a
first glimpse.
Twelve high-quality sounds make the
stories come alive.

From now on bedtime will be a quiet
and relaxing scenario with these
adorable sound books. A selection
of heart-warming sounds and sweet
illustrations will encourage every little
angel to go to sleep and find some
dreams to keep.

Also available:
Christmas Eve
and a miracle for Bella
(see page 148)

Art. 1010 001-01

Art. 1010 002-01

Art. 1010 003-01

Art. 1010 004-01

Baby Bear
and family
Live among
a clump of
trees.
They love to
snack on hon
ey
Made by thei
r friends the
bees.

Art. 976 003-01

The Little Virtuoso
170 x 170 mm
10 pages
Features: sound module (5 sounds)
Printing: 4/4 colours

Art. 950 001-01

Art. 950 004-01

Who are the kings and queens of music?
Why the little virtuosos of course!
From acoustic to hard rock, from jazz to
country and from Bach to bluegrass:
press the buttons to hear these little
virtuosos play their instrument.
Discover different musical genres through
charming illustrations, playful text and five
high-quality sounds.

Art. 950 003-01

Art. 950 002-01
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Fairy Tale Sound Book

Count the lights, play the music... & party!

Happy Birthday !

Happy Birthday !

170 x 170 mm
10 pages
Features: lights,
sound module (5 sounds)
Printing: 4/4 colours

UND B

SO

Art. 674 003-01

Have you ever wondered what Snow
White’s enchanted forest sounds like?
Or the howl of the big bad wolf with
his huffs and puffs? Or the sounds in
Mowgli’s jungle? Discover it here!
With the help of six high-quality
sounds, these timeless fairy tales
come to life like never before.

Art. 674 002-01

Art. 927 002-01
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170 x 170 mm
14 pages
Features: sound module (6 sounds)
Printing: 4/4 colours

UND B

When you’re a toddler, you just want to be big!
This series builds on this desire with original
and interactive books that illustrate just how fun
growing up can be.
The story is accompanied by interactive lights and
music to encourage toddlers to participate in the
story. The ‘Happy Birthday’-song on the last page
is the icing on the cake!
This series is the perfect birthday book for
soon-to-be 3- and 4-year-olds.

Art. 927 001-01

‘Hooray! It’s
my birthday
!’ shouts Jack
His little siste
cheerfully.
r, Emily, gigg
les with joy
from her
cot.

‘When you
are three
years old,
Jack tells
like me,’
his little siste
r happily,
‘you will slee
p in a big bed
too.’

Art. 674 004-01

Art. 674 001-01
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by the river.
k panther, foun
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d a baby
him to Raksha,
him as one of
the wolf, who
her own cubs
raised
. The boy was
named Mow
gli.

Classic Story Sound Collection

POTTY time

Go to school

n
Press this butto
sounds!
to hear fun

9 789463 347662
Batteries to be installed by adults only.

Art. 668 002-01
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Printed in China
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The Wonderful
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Robin Hood
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Classic Story
Sound Book

Classic Story Sound Book

Art. 934 003-01
In bed, Prin
ce tells a funn
y story and
They yawn,
Princess gigg
close their eyes
les.
and fall asle
ep.

ISBN-13: 978-94-6334-766-2

All rights reserved
© Yoyo Books
Hagelberg 33, 2250 Olen, Belgium
www.yoyo-books.com
Printed in China
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Discover these wonderful classic tales,
especially adapted and illustrated for
toddlers. The sounds on each page will
draw toddlers into the timeless adventures,
cherished by young and old alike.

Art. 934 002-01
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Ready for Bed
Time for Bath
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170 x 170 mm
12 pages
Features: sound module (6 sounds)
Printing: 4/4 colours

Hood
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OUND
More Prince and Princess stories:

POTTY time

Little Prince and Princess discover the world
as all toddlers do. With their nappy days behind
them, they discover ‘the potty’. Shy and excited,
they explore school for the first time. After a
fun play day, they take a splash in bath. In the
evening, they get ready for bed and fight off bad
dreams and the monsters under their beds.
With the help of the fun and recognisable
sounds on each page, toddlers will easily relate
to these royal stories.

Days

Classic Story
Sound Book

Classic Story
Sound Book

The Merry Adventures of Robin

CAUTION
To ensure proper safety and operation, battery
replacement must always be done by an adult.
Never let a child use this product unless battery
door is secure. Keep batteries away from small
children and immediately dispose of any used
batteries safely.

170 x 170 mm
10 pages
Features: sound module (5 sounds)
Printing: 4/4 colours

The Wonderful Wizard of Oz

for Bath

go to school

GENERAL SAFETY AND CARE
· Rechargeable batteries are not to be used in
this product.
· Non-rechargeable batteries are not to be
recharged.
· Do not mix old and new batteries.
· Do not mix alkaline, standard (carbon-zinc),
rechargeable (nickel-cadmium) or different
types of batteries.
· Only batteries with the correct polarity are to
be inserted.
· Exhausted batteries are to be removed from the
toy.
· The supply terminals are not to be
short-circuited.
· Prevent the book and unit from
getting wet and avoid exposure
to excessively hot and cold
temperatures.
· Remove batteries when not in use
or discharged.

UND B

Prince and Princess

BATTERY INFORMATION
To remove or insert replaceable batteries,
remove safety screw from battery compartment
door. Lift and remove door. Take out and safely
dispose of old batteries. Follow polarity diagram
inside compartment to insert three new batteries
of any of the following types: AG10, LR1130 or
equivalent. Alkaline batteries are recommended.
Place battery compartment door back and secure
safety screw. Do not use excessive force or an
improper type or size of screwdriver.
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READY FOR BED
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Don Quixote

Art. 934 004-01
Many people
laughed at this
would-be knig
and played tric
ht
ks on him. Like
a duke and duch
who blindfold
ed him and mad
ess
e him believe
flown away on
he had
a wooden hors
e (which coul
to kill a giant
dn’t
fly)
(which didn’t
real ly exist)!
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Happy Birthday - Light and Sound Book

I Love Music
The

Orchestra

World Music
Find the 10 hidden sounds behind the 50 flaps!
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Find the 10 hidden sounds behind the 50 flaps!
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I love music!

I love music!

Art. 684 001-01

Art. 684 002-01
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Find the 10 hidden sounds behind the 50 flaps!
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My First Nursery Rhymes and Lullabies

UND B

SING A LITTLE SONG

210 x 230 mm
10 pages
Features: flaps to lift,
sound module (10 sounds)
Printing: 4/4 colours
Do you know your brass from
your woodwind instruments?
Or your polka from your flamenco?
Or your Swan Lake from your Nutcracker?
Music provides many benefits for a child’s
development, so why not spark an interest at
a young age? These books reward children’s
inquisitive nature by hiding a variety of
musical facts and ten high-quality sound
buttons behind the 50 flaps.

250 x 250 mm
10 pages
Features: sound module (5 sounds)
Printing: 4/4 colours

My First Singalong

Art. 614 006-01

‘Hush, little baby, don’t say a word.
Papa’s gonna buy you a mockingbird.’
These adorable sound books allow
parents to read their little ones
a delightful selection of rhymes,
accompanied by the tune of classic
melodies.

Art. 614 005-01

The
r
Nutcracke

I love music!

Art. 684 003-01

Art. 614 004-01
Find the two
hidden mus
pieces from
ic
The Nutcrac
ker!

Jumping Into Bed – Pop-in Sounds
190 x 190 mm
8 pages
Features: sound module (5 sounds),
pull tabs to activate music
Printing: 4/4 colours

Art. 427 003-01

180 x 180 mm
10 pages
Features: music key,
sound module (5 sounds)
Printing: 4/4 colours

Pop-i� Sounds

o u nd B

S

Art. 427 001-01

Discover the sounds of the marching band,
vehicles or farm animals with these elegantly
illustrated books. Let the amusing stories come to
life by pulling the tabs to activate the five sounds.
Three stories to discover over and over again.

�ed�ime f�r Charlie Chick

oo k

Sound Pull Tab Book

Art. 652 003-01

Art. 652 001-01

Bear is excited
! He plays
the trumpet in
the marching
band
and today is
their first sho
w.

Cute and interactive books
to end the day.
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Also available:
It’s Santa’s Day
(see page 148)

Bird

Art. 427 004-01

This series takes you on a journey into
the fantasy world of Rita Rabbit, Barry Bear
and Charlie Chick.
Hold the book in L-shape to give depth to
each scene. Use the pop-out rabbit, bear or
chick as ‘music keys’: pop them
into the slot on each spread to
hear amusing sounds that bring
the story to life.

Also available:
Bedtime with
Santa Claus
(see page 148)
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Hear and Feel

170 x 170 mm
14 pages
Features: sound module (6 sounds)
Printing: 4/4 colours

170 x 170 mm
10 pages
Features: touch & feel elements,
sound module (5 sounds)
Printing: 4/4 colours

Art. 620 001-01

Art. 620 002-01

Art. 620 003-01

Art. 620 004-01

What’s that animal called?
What does its fur feel like?
What sound does it make?
Young ones will enjoy discovering the
answers to all of these questions and
more, with the help of this amazing series.

Art. 570 001-01

From Mozart to Händel, and from
Strauss to Bach - children love music!
This book gently introduces your little
ones to symphonies and concertos
that have stood the test of time.

170 x 170 mm
14 pages
Features: sound module (6 sounds)
Printing: 4/4 colours
Display: 4 x 5 copies assorted

170 x 170 mm
14 pages
Features: sound module (6 sounds)
Printing: 4/4 colours

Art. 534 006-01

Art. 534 002-01

Art. 534 001-01

Art. 534 004-01

Art. 534 003-01

Also available:
What’s That Sound?
Christmas
(see page 148)

First Composers

I Hear...

Art. 534 005-01
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What’s That Sound? Classical Music!

Art. 570 002-01

Art. 570 003-01

Art. 570 005-01

Art. 570 004-01

With these beautifully illustrated
sound books, toddlers will discover the
unique sounds of musical instruments,
vehicles, and different types of animals.

Art. 570 099-01

Discover the wonderful world of
classical music with this musical
series. Each book contains six world
famous compositions to enjoy over and
over again. The beautiful drawings are
a fun extra that allow children to learn
about colours with Vivaldi, opposites
with Mozart, numbers with Beethoven
and musical instruments with Bach.
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What’s That Sound?

61

Touch, Feel and Listen!
170 x 170 mm
14 pages
Features: sound module (6 sounds)
Printing: 4/4 colours
Display: 8 x 3 copies assorted

Art. 433 001-01

Art. 433 003-01

Art. 433 008-01

Art. 433 002-01

210 x 230 mm
12 pages
Features: touch & feel elements,
sound module (5 sounds)
Printing: 4/4 colours

These colourfully illustrated sound
books will introduce little ones to the
unique sounds of animals, vehicles,
instruments and nature.
Art. 480 001-01

Art. 480 003-01

Art. 480 002-01

Art. 480 004-01

Art. 480 005-01

Art. 480 006-01

Young children love joining these
animals on their adventures on the
farm, at the zoo, in the wild, in the
garden, in the countryside and at
night. What does that animal’s coat
feel like? How does this animal sound?
With sound and touch elements for
every character, children can enjoy
discovering the answers to all of these
questions and more.

Art. 433 004-01

Art. 433 007-01

I Play the Drum!

Art. 433 005-01

Art. 433 006-01

Art. 622 001-01

147 x 250 mm
14 pages
Features: sound module
(4 drum sounds + 6 beats)
Printing: 4/4 colours
Art. 433 099-01

Art. 622 002-01

Four drum sounds
little drummers can tap on
to their heart’s content.

Have fun drumming along
with these adventures!

Their tunes can be spiced up
with one of six funky beats.
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250 x 250 mm
10 pages
Features: sound module (5 sounds)
Printing: 4/4 colours

210 x 230 mm
14 pages
Features: flaps to lift,
big touch & feel elements
Printing: 4/4 colours

What is that I’m hearing?
Noisy animals cheering!
These big sound books in rhyme
guarantee a ‘noisy’ fun-filled time!
Art. 596 001-01

Art. 596 003-01

Art. 596 002-01

Art. 1052 001-01

Art. 1052 002-01

Art. 1052 004-01

Art. 1052 003-01

A fun series to introduce a wide range of words
on topics relevant to a toddler’s world.
Toddlers will build up their vocabulary with
ease thanks to the vibrant illustrations, the
playful flaps and the giant touch and feel
elements. More than 100 essential first words
to learn and discover!

Art. 596 004-01
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With these beautifully illustrated and
highly interactive sound books, even
the youngest of children can learn to
play their favourite songs.

O

SQUIRREL LOVES FLOWERS
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Art. 1047 002-01
UD
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190 x 248 mm
10 pages
Features: sound module (8 sounds)
Printing: 4/4 colours

I LOVE NATURE

SQUIRREL
LOVES FLOWERS

R

Little Piano Maestro
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W YOUR

Art. 1047 001-01
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I Love Nature
170 x 170 mm
14 pages
Features: flower seed paper
Printing: 4/4 colours
Nature is a wonderful thing, and a love of
nature can be taught from a very young age.
Each of these stories tells the tale of an animal
friend who lends Mother Nature a helping hand.
Meet Bear who helps the bees make honey, Mouse
who tends to the park, Rabbit who plays in the rain
and Squirrel who helps the forest to flourish.
Each title comes with its own set of seeds, plus
illustrated instructions. Toddlers will love watching
their seeds grow into flowers.
An eco-friendly series printed on FSC paper.

Art. 1047 004-01
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Art. 564 001-01

Art. 564 002-01
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